
Rapid Fire Favorites:  Cyclone Practice Drills
Iowa State Volleyball

Some considerations:
• Give the drill a name
• What is the focus of the drill?  What modifications need to be made to emphasize

this focus?
• What is the scoring?  Who will keep score?  Should you handicap the better side?
• Who will run the drill?  Can you run the drill and still give feedback?
• How will you rotate through the drill?  Who will shag?
• How tough do you want this drill to be?

Cover Drill
Freeball to offense,
hitters try to hit
off/around 2-3 blockers.
+1 for kill, tool off
block, or coverage.
Focus:  Position on
coverage.  Hitting
against a committed
block.

10-2
Establish what you
want to work on
defending (4-A-4 for
example).  Offense tries
to get 10 kills before
defense stops them 3
times IAR, 2 times.
Anytime defense wins,
offense starts over with
4 set.
Focus:  Blocking and
defense.

Doghouse
Reverse queens, serve
plus toss, need to win
both rallies to earn a big
point.
Focus:  Modify for
whatever you want to
work on.  Serve and
pass.

Hit the Deck
3 back row players plus a
setter and a front row MB
or RS.  Must transition to
the front row hitter, if ball
has to go to a backrow
player then all players must
“hit the deck” when ball
goes over.
Focus:  Transitioning to
middle or rightside.

Columbia
5 v 5, no middle block.  All
players can rotate to each
spot or they can rotate
around a front or backrow
setter.
Focus:  All players knowing
defensive/offensive
positions.  Ball control,
quick to base.
Communication.

Hitter vs. Hitter
Alternate freeballs, each
side has a “live hitter”
which is the only player
that can attack on that side,
everyone else must either
tip or roll or stay on the
floor and set/bump ball
over.
Focus:  Attacking vs. a
committed block.  Ability
to transition to a specific player.



Hitter Tourney
5 v 6.  Serve and toss
to same side.  After 5
serve/toss (10 total
balls) hitters switch and
go again.  Keep track
#/20 the receiving side
wins.
Focus:  Pass to hit.

Scramble
6 v 6.  Starts with serve,
then freeball to winner
of the last rally.  First
side to 5 or 7 pts get a
big point, then rotate.
Focus:  Whatever you
want it to be, we
usually give out bonus
points (setter dump,
transition to MB, etc).

WIN
One side must win 3
rallies IAR for a big
point and to rotate.  Can
do straight up freeballs
or  freeballs and then
must win out of serve
receive for a big point.
Focus:  Pressure to stay
low error, very
competitive.

3 before 5
Freeballs to offensive
side, defense tries to
win 3 rallies before
offense wins 5, or
change scoring and
offense gets 3 chances
to win 3 rallies IAR.
Focus:  Good for
working on running or
defending certain plays
(combos, slides, etc).  Scoring 3 IAR forces
attackers to be low error to win the drill.

Last Attack
Starts with serve.  Hitter
gets kill = that hitter gets
next ball.  Hitter makes
error = that hitter gets next
ball.  Ace serve = that side
gets to set anyone.  Serve
error = receiving side gets
to set anyone.  Keep going
until one side wins 2 pts
IAR.
Focus:  Puts pressure on hitter to perform
against a committed block on 2nd ball.  Good
for teaching decision making to hitters.

Hitter Finish
Starts with serve, winner
gets freeball.  Go until one
side wins 2 IAR, but the
assigned hitter must get a
kill to “finish”.
Focus:  Similar to Last
Attack.  Puts pressure on
certain players to come
through with a kill.


